Meyer snow plow control

There have been many controls used to operate Meyer plows over the years. Lets start at the
beginning of the most current electric over hydraulic designs. The E Electro-Lift was a basic
raise and lower unit, it did not have power angle. It required one switch. The E featured Power
Angle. Power Angle first debuted on Electrolift Meyer plows in on the U pump. The first E panel
was a 2 switch panel. The switch to go from vehicle lights to plow lights was typically mounted
by drilling a hole in the dashboard. As vehicles became more complex and refined, Meyer went
to a 3 switch panel like in the picture above, that had a place for the light switch to go from
vehicle lights to plow lights. The 2 switch panel is no longer available. Meyer Touchpad
Controller Wiring Diagram. When the E Quik Lift came out, it used a small square analog
Touchpad Controller on the left above. Later models used a more refined larger, rectangular,
digital Touchpad Controller with raised arrow shaped buttons MX. The Touchpad was later used
with the E, and EH as well. This digital Touchpad has a built in split second delay that holds
open whatever valve was being used to perform a function left, right, up, down to prevent the
valve from slamming shut, resulting in a loud bang, and the blade jumping to the left. It requires
a separate switch to go from vehicle lights to plow lights. Convert today! It can be used to
control the E, and the E, though a Touchpad Controller is a better choice for the E and explained
above. Meyer named it the Slik Stik, everyone just calls it a joystick. The Pistol Grip came out as
a replacement for the original wireless controller used with the Xpress plow. Pistol Grip Wiring.
There is a straight blade version above , a V plow version, and the Xpress Plow version. It now
features an automatic raise and lower feature. When the vehicle is shifted into forward or
reverse, the plow can automatically raise and lower. It also automatically switches from Vehicle
lights to plow lights when the Pistol Grip Controller is turned on. Beginning with the - 15
season, Meyer started "choose your controller". It was the first time that they did not include a
"standard" controller with a plow package. In the past, there was a standard controller
packaged with the hydraulic unit, and there were various upgrade options. The prices varied as
well. Beginning in - 15, they priced the , , , and the same. I left off the DC and X because the
letter designations have changed over the years. It was only the that operated the Xpress Plow
with E that was more expensive. In they raised the price of the , but not the , , or This means
they will control a straight plow, OR a V plow. There is nothing else "deluxe" about them, that is
it. On the flip side, the and will ONLY control straight plows, and the still only controls the
Xpress E Early models of the Super VLD used V hydraulics, so pull the cover and see which one
you have before searching for a new controller. This means if you tap any button twice with no
delay, the plow will automatically continue that function for 3 or 4 seconds. So if your plow is all
the way to the right, and you double click the left arrow rapidly, you can let go because the plow
will go all the way to the left by itself. The same holds true for up or down. If you tap down twice,
the plow will go down and into float mode, no need to hold the down button for 2 seconds. It is
the standard harness used with all of the Pistol Grip Controllers. The S replaced the It has a
replaceable end that just screws on, and the harness is split into two behind the plug to make
running wires easier, especially when the truck battery is on the passenger side. It does not use
the S vehicle side harness. It picks up marker, and turn signals from the rear trailer plug. It does
not interface with the vehicle headlights. There are no light Modules. It is called the High-Rider
because the ears on the back of the A Frame which normally connect to the bottom of the Lift
Frame, have been moved forward and up. This gives the High-Rider more ground clearance than
any other Meyer plow, and some other brands as well. I think the High-Rider is a great idea at
this point. So there you have it. The list of Meyer plow controllers. First, when you turn it on, if
you do not hold the button down long enough, it will only turn on the plow low beams, lights
only mode like the DC BUT the power button is used to toggle between the plow high and low
beams. So you hold it down, the controller lights up green, and the low beams are on. Press
power again, and it goes to high beams, press power again, and it goes back to low beams.
HOLD the button down to turn off the controller. Another little thing I have seen with every SOS I
have installed, is that when you press up, right, or left, the Monitor light will blink 3 times
quickly, as if there is a problem, there is no problem. It seems to be "normal" for this controller.
The red overload light keeps coming on, and you have to reset the controller, but it keeps
happening. This is because the Touchpad is constantly sensing amp draw and continuity of
each function. THIS solves your problem Our Other Sites: Snowplowing-Contractors. Author:
Chuck Smith. OEM Parts. Toggle Switch Controls. Genuine Meyer Touchpad Controller. Has 6
pin rectangular connector. This is the newest design with self diagnostics. Genuine Meyer Part
Pistol Grip controller for Meyer Xpress Plow. Orange wire eliminates Nite Saber plow light
toggle switch, lights turn on automatically. Manufacturer: Genuine Meyer. We have all been
there with a Touchpad. We make these in the shop. Mpigtail pictured as well but not included.
Click on Related tab for more connector options. Use to replace damaged connectors on back
of switches, or convert a Slik Stik or Touchpad Harness to use Toggles instead. The old Dodge

Sno Commanders had Chrysler connectors and switches. Replace with. SKU: MX. SKU: M SKU:
toggles-to-touchpad. SKU: MM SKU: Mpigtail. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New
media New comments Search media. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile
posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. How has the weather been in your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take
our Winter Weather Survey, we would appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Is this a controller
problem? Thread starter Ryaninatree Start date Jan 3, Ryaninatree Junior Member. Location
Northeast Ohio. Have a meyer plow with the square touch-pad controller. Whenever I angle left,
right, or raise the plow it will move for about 2 seconds and then it stops. When it stops, the red
power light on the controller lights up and i must turn the controller off and turn it back on. The
only way to use the plow is to pulse the controller so the red light doesnt come back on. This is
adding unnecessary frustration and time to my plowing. Any help woccculd be greatly
appreciated. Nasty-Z Senior Member. Location Poconos PA. Sounds like it's controller time ,
best bet would be if you knew someone to borrow one to try , see if it solves the problem. I had
one do the same thing a while back and it was in fact the controller. The square touchpad's are
discontinued, Meyer makes you upgrade to the pistol grip controller. I have a in the classifieds if
it turns out to be the controller and you want to stay with the touchpad. Location GPS says I'm
here. A poor ground on the plow side or on the orange ground wire on the TP will cause the
same issue. I was gonna say that but you say it so much better. Nasty-Z; said:. Such as a
controller thats dependent on a good ground path. Location south jersey. Spegetti Junior
Member. Location Virginia. I checked the orange ground and it is OK; what is the black wire you
mention? Snow Plow Operation I checked the black ground wire from the pump motor to the
battery, checked fine. All black ground wires are good. I jumped the pump to the battery and it
runs, the plow did turn left and is still left. I'm looking for another plow so I can hook up my
Electro-Touch Control to see if it works. RH Member. Try this, it helped me troubleshoot a bad a
coil yesterday. Drain Bamaged Junior Member. Location Rittman. Markus PlowSite Fanatic.
Location Erin Ontario Canada. I hope he's fixed it by now Location western ny. Roy bacon
Junior Member. Nasty-Z said:. Hail Mary from eight years ago Location illinois. Markus said:.
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